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Executive Summary
The monitoring and control market already plays a key role in the European area. This role is expected to
increase in strategic significance in the next years, where key domains will invest. Europe has a unique
chance to position itself as a leader in the technology and business aspects.
Within SOCRADES, an advanced infrastructure based on SOA has been designed and implemented in order
to accommodate future needs of the factory of the future. We even go one step further and have designed it
to be able to not only integrate legacy devices but also accommodate future approaches which are
empowered by the SOA paradigm. As a proof of concept, several prototypes have been implemented,
mainly in automation domain where the focus of SOCRADES was, but complementary also to other
domains such as the Energy, Insurance etc. Our goal was to show that we have realized a really innovative
approach for device to business connectivity, which can have a significant impact on the business side, going
well beyond existing approaches.
We have made an evaluation of the SOCRADES approach for the automation domain, where we investigate
the benefits and opportunities that may come from adopting the SOCRADES approach, such as cost
reduction, improved performance and new opportunities. We also take a critical view on possible barriers or
disadvantages such as technology and human related issues that may not make the SOCRADES vision a
reality. Subsequently we take a look in one of the demonstrators developed within the project and which
focuses on cross‐company collaboration (both in vertical and horizontal way) as a business case.
Finally, we present how the SOCRADES approach has already been used in existing prototypes or could be
used, in order to demonstrate the benefits in other domains i.e. insurance, energy etc.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The aim of this deliverable is to evaluate the efficiency of a potential real business implementation of the
SOCRADES approach to meet evolving user and business needs. This document is considered to be of
introductory nature to accompany the implementation by analyzing the business potential of the
SOCRADES approach, the SIA, and of one of the SOCRADES demonstrators as an example case. As a result,
this analysis can give an insight to interested companies with respect to which challenges they might face,
how to overcome them, which costs can be expected, and the degree to which a company’s performance can
be improved, in order to support the decision to follow the SOCRADES approach.

Figure 1: Hardware, Software, and Services in European Monitoring and Control Market [18]
Monitoring and control (M&C) heavily depends on the integration of embedded systems. The world M&C
market is expected to grow from €188 bn in 2007, by €300 bn, reaching €500 bn in 2020 [18]. The M&C
European market follows the same trends as the M&C world one in terms of product repartition and also
markets products evolutions. The European M&C market will be reaching €143 bn in 2020. As depicted in
[18] this will have a significant impact in several domains and more specifically in process industry. We
consider that the architectural and technological concepts developed within SOCRADES have the potential
to empower Europe as a technology leader in Service‐Oriented Process Monitoring and Control.

1.2

Research Methodology

The research part of this deliverable contains in‐depth interviews used to generate relevant input for the
evaluation and to improve the reliability of the business case. We conducted 30‐60 minutes telephone
interviews with 15 project members and partners. The research objectives, procedure, and findings are
outlined later in this section. The aim of the telephone interviews was to get a general view of the
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SOCRADES approach, the SIA, and a detailed understanding of the demonstrator’s features. Further
benefits and costs related to the implementation of the demonstrator needed to be quantified for the business
case analysis. Although in‐depth interviews usually occur on a face‐to‐face basis, we conducted telephone
interviews that can provide advantages in certain circumstances associated with access, speed of collecting
data, lower costs, and location issues [14] (as it is the case for this deliverable).
The interviews focused on:
• Introduction: The respondents were asked to answer a couple of classification questions about their
background and field of work, in order to find out which input they can contribute, and to
determine the focus for the interview, e.g. technical or economical aspects concerning the
architecture or the approach, or costs and benefits of the demonstrator implementation.
• Part 1: Approach: This part focused on general open‐ended attitudinal questions regarding the point
of view of the respondents regarding the overall SOCRADES approach, especially determining the
opportunities and threats, as well as specific features.
• Part 2: Architecture: This part of the interview concentrated on similar questions as the first part, but
focuses on the SOCRADES integration architecture.
• Part 3: Demonstrator: This part of the interview included closed questions to collect quantitative
data concerning the costs and benefit of the demonstrator.
We sent an overview of required information for D6.6 to all interviewees in advance so they could collect
and prepare relevant information. We gained a valuable insight view of the SOCRADES approach forming
the basis for section 2 of this deliverable. It was more difficult to evaluate the architecture, since it is quite
difficult to separate this part from the approach, because business opportunities and challenges overlap.
Nevertheless the interviews provided us with detailed information about the innovative features of the
architecture. Getting reliable quantitative data of the performance of the ‘Electronic Assembly’ demonstrator
was difficult since performance tests of the demonstrator were not completed by the time the interviews
took place. Thus quantitative input is mainly based on estimations regarding the current state of the
implementation of the demonstrator. In order to conduct a credible business case calculation further data is
required, which could be obtained at a later stage of the demonstrator trails.
Last but not least, interviews were conducted not only with SOCRADES members (more aware of the
specific technologies developed and their related impact), but also with external experts coming from the
scientific community related to SOA‐based Automation Systems; the latter interviews were conducted to
provide for an evaluation from an external point of view, increasing the robustness of the evaluation. They
took place on a face‐to‐face basis in Cardiff, UK on June 25th, 2009 (within the IEEE INDIN 2009 conference)
where several experts in SOA‐based Automation Systems domains participated in the “SOCRADES
Roadmap Workshop”.

1.3

Objectives and Structure of Document

In order to illustrate the economic efficiency of SOCRADES, a business evaluation of the overall approach
and the SOCRADES Integration Architecture is conducted, as well as a quantitative analysis using the
example of the ‘Electronic Assembly’ demonstrator is performed. The goal is to examine the degree to which
production efficiency can be improved and which costs are thereby incurred. To get reliable input data for
the evaluation, interviews with members and partners of the SOCRADES project were conducted. The next
section provides further explanations of the research procedure.
The remainder of this deliverable is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the SOCRADES approach
and evaluates its internal and external performance. The third section evaluates the performance of the
SOCRADES Integration Architecture. Section 4 consists of a business case of the ‘Electronic Assembly’
demonstrator, which shows that the SOCRADES approach can be implemented in the real world realizing
the proposed benefits. In section 5, we give a overview of application scenarios where the SOCRADES
Integration Architecture is used in other domains.
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2

Description and Evaluation of the SOCRADES Approach in the
Automation Domain

The SOCRADES approach can be summarized as the application of the Service‐Oriented Architecture
paradigm to next generation industrial automation systems. The Service‐Oriented Architecture concept has
been developed within the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) domain in order to increase
the modularization of software. This enables several features such as reusability, distribution of control, etc.
Similar benefits are expected through the adoption of the SOA paradigm in production systems, where their
autonomous components (devices) can cooperate and interact in a distributed manner. Nowadays, even if
SOA is a well‐known concept and several applications use it at an enterprise level, the adoption of the SOA
paradigm at device level in order to support the automation of production systems is still in an early
development phase. If we consider the hype cycle representation developed by Gartner [14] to represent the
maturity, adoption, and business application of specific technologies, we can say that SOA technologies for
Industrial Automation Systems (from now on SOCRADES technologies) are still in the Technology Trigger
phase.

Figure 2: SOA‐based Automation Systems in Gartner Inc.ʹs hype cycle [14]
Due to the early diffusion stage of these technologies, it is quite difficult to evaluate benefits coming from
their adoption. Hence to point out the specific value of SOCRADES, in this section we qualitatively address
the distinguishing features of the SOCRADES approach and identify benefits that come from its adoption as
well as disadvantages that represent current barriers for its diffusion.

2.1

Specific Features of the SOCRADES Approach

There are different features that distinguish the SOCRADES approach: we highlight the most relevant ones,
providing a description for each one.
Loose‐coupling: by adopting the SOA paradigm at the device level, an implementation of the SOCRADES
approach on industrial automation systems is characterized by loosely‐coupled communication. Indeed,
relationships among components (devices) are not implemented through strong communication
connections. Devices instead cooperate through messages in an asynchronous and autonomous manner.
Since devices are seen as components that can provide a variety of services, the sole required information in
order to allow cooperation among devices is the list of services provided by them. Even if this feature is not
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tremendously new in the area of automation systems, there are few real implementations adopted by
industry at present.
Modularization of systems: this is another specific feature that is unique to the SOCRADES approach on
automation systems. Indeed, in a SOA‐based automation system each component can be seen as an
independent module that provides its functionalities through a set of services. Therefore, control does not
need to be programmed on the overall system but can be done for each module, without considering the
context in which it will be included. Effort in providing coordination (orchestration) among modules is the
specific activity required in a SOA‐based automation system. It is worth noticing that at present, the
SOCRADES approach tackles modularization of automation systems in terms of software for their control,
while hardware is not specifically addressed. Nevertheless, also hardware modularization will be required
in the future in order to spread SOCRADES approach among industrial companies.
Distribution of control: another feature, linked to modularization, is distribution of control. The
SOCRADES approach allows distribution of control beyond the level of “clustered machines”, enabling
control to be distributed down to the single machine level. These features can entail higher or lower benefits
depending on the specific industrial domain in which the SOCRADES approach is adopted (e.g., process
industry vs. discrete manufacturing).
Common communication protocol: The SOCRADES approach adopts the SOA paradigm as the unique
communication architecture. This facilitates communication and interaction among heterogeneous
components of the production system and in particular this leads to three specific sub‐features:
•

Vertical integration from low level (devices) to high level (enterprise systems): thanks to the
adoption of a common paradigm represented by service orientation, communication among
components that are position at different levels of the traditional hierarchy in production systems is
inherently supported. Indeed, a device can cooperate with another device (same level) or with an
application provided by the enterprise system (higher level) through the same approach, i.e. by
exchanging information on the services required/provided by the interacting components.

•

Cross‐company (supply chain) seamless integration: SOA as a common paradigm allows seamless
collaboration among different elements of the supply chain. Moreover, the complete process from
the raw material to the final product could be represented and described in a common fashion.
These features may turn into higher or lower benefits depending on the specific context in which
they are applied (f or example in a complex supply chain this feature could be especially useful in
order to better understand the overall production process and provide reliable traceability services
to the customer).

•

Real‐time monitoring: through implementation of the SOCRADES approach, real‐time monitoring
of devices that compose the production system can be obtained. Indeed, through the seamless
communication infrastructure provided by service orientation, devices can directly communicate to
higher‐level systems in an event‐based manner. This enables enterprise systems to have a real ‐time
view on the status of the production. Timely information dissemination enables several benefits for
end‐users as well, such as line balancing, enhanced collaboration across the supply chain, etc.

These features are quite generic and are valid to any application of the SOCRADES approach regardless of
the specific industrial domain in which the y are applied. The next section will focus on benefits coming from
the SOCRADES approach; in this case specification of different applications will be required in order to
highlight benefits in their defined scope.

2.2

Benefits/Opportunities coming from the SOCRADES Approach

Since there is no real implementation available on the market, the benefits and opportunities that come from
the adoption of the SOCRADES approach are very difficult to measure quantitatively. However, several
qualitative considerations on the specific benefits that come from the SOCRADES approach can be done. It is
9/33
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important to separate different industrial application domains, since they entail different benefits or at least
different perceptions of the same benefits by end‐users (for example re‐configurability of production systems
is much more seen as a benefit by cell‐phone producers rather than from steel pipes producers). Hence, in
this section we highlight benefits of SOCRADES by pointing out if benefits are applicable in particular to the
process industry, to discrete manufacturing, to technology vendors, or to end‐users.
Moreover, benefits can be clustered into three dimensions:
•

Cost reduction: benefits that directly imply cost reduction through adoption of SOCRADES
approach e.g. reduced time and cost in installation of new machines.

•

Improved performance: thanks to the SOCRADES approach some performance measures could be
improved. This may also entail cost reduction on the final effect. However, the focus of the benefit is
more directly related to improved performance. Reactivity is enhanced thanks to more
reconfigurable production systems.

•

New opportunities: benefits coming from the adoption of the SOCRADES may be clustered under
this category if they open new business opportunities, for example the possibility for technology
providers to sell engineering tools directly coupled with the logic included in the automation
devices.

2.2.1

Cost Reduction

Push competitiveness of device vendors: from a customer perspective advantages are possible in terms of
easier and seamless integration of hardware and software. For example a Pump A can be replaced with a
Pump B without any cost in terms of integration, since they are both seen identically from the service point of
view. This specific characteristic, enabled by the SOA paradigm, will increase competition among pump
producers. Generally, device manufactures will be pushed to improve their cost‐benefit ratio. Nowadays,
industrial automation producers use proprietary technologies also in order to “retain” their customer base,
since changes of single devices are extremely difficult and costly without a common/shared communication
infrastructure [11]. This benefit coming from the SOCRADES approach is both referring to process industry
and discrete manufacturing.
Labor cost reduction (solution sold to end‐users): this is a specific benefit for the end‐user, since with a
SOCRADES adoption less skilled people are required to run, operate, and manage the production systems. It
is important to notice that industrial systems know‐how is disappearing, due to worker movement within
industrial companies. Some companies are planning not to retain knowledge on the design and management
of their industrial systems. From the end‐user perspective, this reduces the need for costly expert workers.
On the other side, from the technology provider point of view, this generates a new gap that could be filled
by providing a solution, which inherently includes knowledge on industrial systems [11]. This could be done
through the exploitation of the SOCRADES approach, in other words, this is an on‐going end user process of
outsourcing the activities of design and management of production systems.
Installation time/cost reduction: through the SOCRADES approach agility grows. Indeed, nowadays each
automation installation is one of a kind; this means that it is designed and built from scratch, and that deep
expertise in different network technologies is required to configure, use, and maintain them (e.g., Profibus,
Hart, wirelessHart, etc.). By using higher level modeling instead, it is possible to exploit modularity of
production systems components in order to reduce the time required to engineer and install a new
automated production system. Hence, also cost associated to production systems engineering will be
reduced. In particular it is expected that a 30% reduction of engineering cost is realistic through adoption of
SOCRADES technologies, while a reduction from 10% to 15% of installation time is also expected. As such
SOCRADES enables “plug and produce” capability by reducing the time spent for new implementation.
This is valid both for discrete manufacturing and process industry [11]. While in discrete manufacturing
10/33
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changes in production lines can happen frequently, in process industry, even if industrial equipments
remain for several years, thousands of devices such as sensors, actuators, etc. need to be installed, replaced,
and removed. It has been confirmed that in process industry, one sensor every week is added to the
production system [11]. This shows how important an infrastructure that supports easy and seamless
installation of new devices could be. Moreover service adoption can reduce problems in implementing
devices into systems using heterogeneous software; for example a new valve tested before being introduced
in the production system, could seem working but then when it is really added to the production system, it
may not work due to software version incompatibilities (this is a real case for a company and in this case the
valve was replaced with another one whose software was 3 generations newer and did not support the exact
information exchange although it was exactly the same hardware model). This may entail losses of
thousands of Euros per hour in process industry (depending on the specific industry) and could be avoided
through service adoption (that exposes functionalities to the outside environment).
Interoperability (compatibility): thanks to the loosely‐coupled approach and the common communication
protocol, interoperability among devices and machines developed by different vendors and at different
times can be obtained. This is extremely relevant in order to reduce cost associated with building production
lines, since old machines can be used together with new ones without much new investment in
communication architecture modifications. This is an important benefit both from an end‐user perspective
(process industry and discrete manufacturing) and from a technology provider perspective. Technology
providers benefit since production systems upgrade cost are reduced for end‐users, hence increasing the
possibility of investments by end‐users [11].
Reduced complexity for technology suppliers: this benefit addresses specifically technology providers.
From the technology provider point of view, if you have to supply connectivity to several systems,
complexity (and costs) increases. Instead, by adopting a common/standard way to interface devices, it is
easier to supply connectivity, thus reducing production cost and increasing competitiveness among
suppliers [11].
Programming time reduction: modularization of production systems allow for a higher‐level programming
approach. This reduces programming time for automated production systems since control software does
not need to be developed from scratch, but builds on existing modules. This improves the overall software
quality of the embedded devices. Since today it is very time consuming to e.g. create programs for robots,
this is considered an important benefit from end‐user perspectives, in particular in discrete manufacturing
domain [11].
Interoperability (cross‐company): another facet of interoperability that is enabled by the SOCRADES
approach relates to the support of cooperation among production systems of different companies. This
benefit may be exploited for a more coordinated reaction to unexpected events or unpredicted demand. For
example, considering a manuf acturing company that usually buys its raw material from two suppliers. In
the case where one of the suppliers cannot provide the required material in time due to a breakdown in its
production systems, the manufacturin g company can easily switch from one supplier to the other in short
time and at reduced cost [11].

2.2.2

Improved Performance

Reduced maintenance activities: for the end‐user (both process industry and discrete manufacturing),
maintenance activity will be easier by adopting higher‐level components, enabled by SOCRADES approach.
Indeed, it is now possible to replace modules instead of repairing single components. The transition that
happened in the automotive industry is also expected in the industrial automation industry. In the
automotive industry in the past, in order to perform a maintenance activity, single components where
substituted or repaired. Nowadays, complete devices are substituted instead of single parts (e.g. gearbox). A
similar transition will appear in the automation industry, enabled by the adoption higher‐level components.
As a result, cost related to maintenance activity will be reduced. Moreover, since automation systems are
made of self‐contained components that should be able to provide self‐diagnosis, cost reduction in the
11/33
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maintenance management (monitoring and analysis) is expected. Actually, approximately one third of the
total cost of an industrial system is due to installation and maintenance [11]. If systems are provided with
self‐diagnosis (and predictive) capabilities, they will handle problems internally and will communicate to
other systems only issues that cannot be handled locally. Thus maintenance cost reduction can be obtained.
Also spare parts management will be less costly, since fewer spare parts will be required to be handled.
Cost reduction through increased utilization: previously complete production systems were running
continuously. With the SOCRADES approach based on the distributed control, single production devices do
not need to work all time, but rather they can be activated only when required. This could turn out in 30% ‐
40% of cost reduction depending on the systems [11]. The more complex the system is (i.e. number of
devices, etc.), the higher cost reduction is expected thanks to the adoption of the highly distributed control
system enabled by SOCRADES.
Optimization through better visibility: thanks to the adoption of a common communication infrastructure
(IP, SOA), increased visibility and real‐time monitoring is feasible. This may open the opportunity of
increasing optimization of production processes. For example, reduction of energy consumption could be
tackled through better management of resources [11].
Reactivity through re‐configurability (of production lines): thanks to the SOCRADES approach, from the
end‐users point of view, production lines can be easily and quickly reconfigured, through the adoption of
higher level modeling and modular systems. This benefit is extremely important especially in those
industrial domains where production lines need to be often modified e.g. when changes are made to
products. For example in the automotive industry, approximately every 6‐9 months a new product is
introduced, requiring modification on the production lines [11]. In the past, production lines were sold after
being used for a specific product, but nowadays they stay longer in the factory and need to be reconfigured
in order to manufacture new products. Hence, quick reconfiguration of production lines is a competitive
advantage in the automotive industry. Re‐configurability helps reduce the time‐to‐market in a low‐cost
manner, i.e. the time required from the decision to produce a new product till the real placement into the
market.
Reduction of human errors: with SOCRADES it is possible to plug in devices that are automatically
recognized by the system (dynamic discovery and connection). This reduces human errors, and related cost .
Since the physical world can communicate directly with business systems, without people having to provide
explicit predefined “interfaces” between the physical and the “virtual” world, benefits in terms of error‐
related cost reduction are expected [11]. This is valid for both discrete manufacturing and process industry.
Line Balancing: real‐time monitoring of production systems enables real‐time awareness of the production
system status that may be exploited for line balancing optimization. For example, real‐time information
could be used in order to decide on the best machine to produce a new product. This could be particularly
relevant in case of failures of production system devices: for example, considering a production line
composed of several robots, in case one of them fails down, it is possible to reactively send products to other
robots, thanks to the adoption of the SOCRADES approach. This activity usually takes time and can entail
costs [11].
Legacy systems support: SOCRADES support legacy systems integration [11]. This is an extremely
important benefit in the transition phase from former to new automated production systems. Since
SOCRADES can realize the migration from legacy to service‐oriented infrastructures through
gateways/mediators, opportunitie s to spread SOCRADES technologies while keeping existing systems are
expected.

2.2.3

New Opportunities

Engineering tools offered by technology providers: technology providers may enter new business domains
by providing engineering tools for end‐users. Engineering tools should be simple enough to be used by
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heterogeneous practitioners, but they should also be able to flexibly model and operate disparate solutions
of complex automation systems [11].
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Focus

End‐Users
Discrete
Manufacturing

Benefits/opportunities

Process
Industry

Technology
Provider

Push competitiveness of device vendors

Cost reduction

Labor cost reduction (solution sold to end‐
users)
Installation time/cost reduction
Interoperability (compatibility)
Reduced
suppliers

complexity

for

technology

Programming time reduction
Interoperability (cross‐company)

Improved performance

Reduced maintenance activities
Cost reduction through increased utilization
Optimization through better visibility
Reactivity through re‐configurability
Reduction of human errors
Line balancing

New
opportunities

Legacy systems support

Engineering tools offered by technology
providers

Table 1: Impact of benefits of the SOCRADES approach within specific industrial domains
In the following table the different benefits coming from a SOCRADES adoption have been qualitatively
aggregated following the categories presented before in order to show a comprehensive and simple view on
the business impact of a SOCRADES adoption.
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End‐Users

Benefits/opportunities

Discrete
Manufacturing

Process
Industry

Technology
Provider

Cost reduction
Improved performance
New opportunities
Table 2: Summary of benefits of the SOCRADES approach within specific industrial domains

2.3

Disadvantages/Barriers coming from the SOCRADES Approach

At present, besides the benefits that come from a SOCRADES approach adoption, some
disadvantages/barriers have been identified. These can limit the diffusion of SOCRADES technologies in the
short term. They can be considered challenges that should be addressed and overcome in further
development and diffusion steps of SOCRADES technologies. Most of the following disadvantages are
directly linked to the EFTAs identified in the (Technology) Roadmap of the SOCRADES paradigm (D10.4c).
Also with regard to disadvantages, we can define some clusters:
•

Technology‐related disadvantages/barriers: these disadvantages are related to technological
development. Usually they are due to inability of present technology to respect industrial
requirements needed for real‐life implementation. In these terms they represent barriers to the
diffusion of the SOCRADES approach.

•

Human‐related disadvantages/barriers: these disadvantages are related to human factors in the
introduction of new technologies. For example, inertia in introducing new approaches and required
investments due to training activities for workers are considered under this category.

2.3.1

Technology-related Disadvantages/Barriers

Technology for embedded systems (speed): present solutions run very well on PCs or high‐resource
devices. Instead when dealing with low resource devices (HW) such as PLCs, there are some problems in
real‐time capabilities due to excessive slowness of SOCRADES technologies. Indeed, SOCRADES
technologies represent an overhead, an increase of communication flow. Proprietary communication is
lighter while open communication is heavier. In the future, compressed open communication protocols
could be a solution (e.g. binary can be comparable with performance of proprietary protocols). Moreover,
hardware on the device will evolve fast, entailing the required computational performance needed by
SOCRADES. It is expected [11] that in approximately ten years, devices will be able to use proprietary or
open communication protocols indifferently.
Robustness: present SOCRADES technologies are not robust enough in order to be implemented in a real
production system. This is a transition problem that will be solved through continuous developments of
related technologies.
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Engineering tools: very powerful engineering tools are required in order to provide the end‐user with tools
that support engineering, automation, and communication modeling of production equipments (e.g., robots,
devices, etc.).
Safety: when dealing with safety and mission critical applications, SOCRADES technologies are not (at
present) an appropriate solution. This is because tests against standards for safety applications (i.e. checking
if communication structure is good/guaranteed etc.) have not been considered. The technologies are not
tested (the main problem is the resource‐limitation of devices leading to “Technology for embedded systems
(speed)” barrier) for application with human safety risks.
Standardization: main automation technology providers will have to decide which common standard will
be adopted. This is required in order to achieve a wide diffusion of SOCRADES technologies. A sort of
“momentum” needs to be reached; most important automation players should agree not on SOA (this is
already widely accepted), but on the specifics of how this is applied in an open and standardized way.
Today, this agreement has been not yet completely reached. Although we use standards, our tests revealed
that incompatible implementations of the same standards (due to bugs) could create problems in some cases.
For instance, although device discovery can be done with WS4D and SOA4D DPWS implementations, the
subscription on events does not work as expected. For widespread industrial use, this needs to be resolved
(e.g., by making sure that implementations adhere to a test suite).

2.3.2

Human-related Disadvantages/Barriers

Training people effort: A SOCRADES paradigm adoption in automation domain represents a revolution
that requires an extensive and adapted training activity for automation operators within the end‐users
companies. Indeed asynchronous communication is a completely new approach for automation
practitioners. Engineers will need to be re‐educated.
Wide paradigm change required: The Service‐Oriented Architecture approach provides several benefits in
B2B, B2C, B2M, and even M2M domains. In order to be effectively implemented, SOCRADES requires an
overall paradigm shift within the company towards service orientation. If this paradigm shift is done, then
SOCRADES will probably be considered as a main technology to be adopted. By adopting SOCRADES
technologies, a company indirectly adheres to the SOA principles.
Lack of awareness/trust: This important barrier is limiting SOA‐based automation systems adoption.
Indeed, awareness on this new paradigm needs to be created and pushed especially in the automation
domain, where there is a very conservative attitude towards new technologies adoption. A production
manager would probably wait until other competitors move first, in order to reduce risks related to
automation paradigm changes [11]. However, it is clear that leadership cannot be achieved with a “wait and
see” type of behavior.
In the following table we present the disadvantages described together with a qualitative indicator of impact
on the different perspectives: End‐Users (Discrete Manufacturing and Process Industry) and Technology
Providers. Moreover, since these disadvantages need to be tackled for a future diffusion of the SOCRADES
paradigm, we link them to the SOCRADES Roadmap developed in Work Package 10 (Deliverable 10.4c).
Since the SOCRADES Roadmap deliverable focuses on technological issues (Title of D10.4c is (Technology
Roadmap of the SOCRADES paradigm), clear links are shown with regards to technology‐related
disadvantages. Also human‐related considerations are made in the roadmap, but for them there is no clear
identification of items; hence clear links between human‐related disadvantages and the SOCRADES
roadmap cannot be highlighted.
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Focus

End‐Users

Disadvantages/barriers

Technology‐related

Technology for
embedded systems

Robustness

Engineering Tools

Safety

Human‐related

Standardization

Discrete
Manufacturing

Process
Industry

Technology
Provider

Links to SOCRADES
Roadmap

In SOA TA:
• Lean data generation and
processing
• Common Language
• Run‐time behavior of a SOA
In WSAN TA:
• Energy autarky
• Enhanced Service oriented
Features
• Enhanced Efficient Data
Processing
In EI TA:
• Device to Business Integration
In WSAN TA:
• Robustness
• Security (cross‐layer)
In EI TA:
• Security / Service Policy
Compliance
In WSAN TA:
• WSAN deployment tools
In EI TA:
• Cross‐layer Adaptive
Modeling
In SE TA:
• WSAN deployment tools
• High level process definition
• Collaborative, integrated,
distributed business‐driven
engineering
• Service‐oriented engineering
In WSAN TA:
• Security (cross‐layer)
In EI TA:
• Security / Service Policy
Compliance
In SOA TA:
• Standardization of basic
functionalities provided by
services
• Common Language

Training people effort

‐‐‐

Wide paradigm change
required

‐‐‐

Lack/inertia of
awareness/trust

‐‐‐

Table 3: Impact of disadvantages of the SOCRADES approach within specific industrial domains

2.4

Impact on Industrial Performance from an End-Users Perspective

Up to now, it is very difficult to derive a quantitative impact of the SOCRADES approach on industrial
performance. This is due to the fact that technology development is still in a too early stage and real‐case
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applications are not available to directly compare previous automation technologies with the SOCRADES
approach in terms of industrial performance. However, in order to provide a first analysis on what can be
obtained through the SOCRADES approach, we carried out a qualitative assessment of impact on main
relevant performance areas. This assessment has been carried out through interviews with SOCRADES
partners and with experts not directly involved in the project.
Using the word “industrial performance”, we refer to the end‐user performance from an industrial
engin eering perspective. Hence, we can divide them into two categories: internal and external.
•

Internal performance: relevant for the end‐user company, but not directly seen from the outside (i.e.
customers). Hence an internal performance is relevant for the company to achieve its internal goals
(inter‐Enterprise) even if not directly seen (i.e. measured) by its customers

•

External performance: can be directly seen/measured outside the company, i.e. an external
performance can be measured by the customers of the company [15]

With regard to the internal performance, we consider only those indicators where some impact can be
envisioned at this point in time. Moreover, instead of considering comprehensive indicators such as OEE
(Overall Equipment Effectiveness [16]), we considered their specific components mentioned in the following
list.
•

Work‐In‐Process: refers to the unfinished items present in a production process. Considering WIP it
is not clear if the SOCRADES approach will be able to reduce it; indeed reduction could be reached
thanks to better control in the production systems and through increased visibility as well as
improved reactivity to unexpected events. However, it is difficult to assess if real reduction of WIP
will be obtained, since this indicator depends on the specific case and industry where the
SOCRADES approach is adopted. Similar technologies such as RFID projects derived that a
reduction of WIP from 10% to 30% could be obtained, hence similar results may be presumed for the
SOCRADES approach.

•

Lead time: time required to produce (and deliver) a single product. This indicator is strongly
connected to WIP due to the well know Little Law [17]. Similarly to what was said before it is
difficult to assess the quantitative impact of a SOCRADES adoption in terms of Lead Time.
Nonetheless, it is expected that real‐time monitoring a nd control enabled by SOCRADES will
positively affect this indicator.

•

Uptime: ratio of operating time on the total time of production system. Previously the complete
system was running continuously. With the new approach based on the distributed control, the
complete production equipment is not working all time but just when useful with the possibility to
increase the ratio of uptime for production time on the overall switch on time. This could lead to
cost reduction depending on the system’s complexity.

•

Speed: throughput of the production system. It is controversial if the SOCRADES approach will
affect speed of production systems. SOCRADES helps increasing reactivity of production systems
that means reduced wasted time in reconfiguration and set‐up time for example. This reduction of
wasted time may be seen in terms of overall improved speed. However, it should be mentioned that
this aspect may not be so relevant among the factors that affect speed. Hence, a specific evaluation of
this aspect is still difficult to derive.

•

Energy efficiency: energy consumed by the production system. Energy efficiency may be improved
through the SOCRADES approach. Energy efficiency requires fine‐grained information obtained in a
timely manner. Through adoption of the SOCRADES approach getting information on energy
consumption that can be seamlessly used for optimization at higher hierarchical level may be easier.

•

Cost: considering the total cost of ownership related to the production system, there are
controversial figures with regard to the SOCRADES impact on cost. Several aspects may entail that
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reduction of cost could be obtained: for example, hardware installation and systems operation cost
will be reduced with SOCRADES (as described before in the benefits analysis). However,
investments will be required at the beginning especially in terms of training for workers and
automation engineers. Up to now it is still difficult to provide an exact economic evaluation in terms
of cost.
With regards to external performance, we consider the following indicators:
•

Quality: includes “Conformance quality”, i.e. offer consistent quality, and “Performance quality”,
i.e. provide high performance products. Quality is not expected to be affected too much by the
SOCRADES paradigm. Today, several systems already exist for quality control, and the SOCRADES
adoption is not seen to make much difference in the final output in terms of both quality
conformance and performance as such.

•

Delivery: includes “Delivery speed”, i.e. deliver products quickly, and “Delivery dependability”, i.e.
deliver on time [15]. It emerged from the interview that delivery will benefit from the SOCRADES
adoption. Better control on real‐time status of production systems will be available; this entails better
information available for customers and enhanced reactivity from production managers in case of
unexpected event.

•

Flexibility: including “Broad product line”, i.e. provide a broad product line, “New product
development”, i.e. make rapid design changes and/or introduce new product quickly, “Volume
flexibility”, i.e. respond to changes in demand [15]. Flexibility seems to be positively affected by
SOCRADES, since improved re‐configurability of production systems will allow for a smoother
introduction of new products as well as changes in the product lines in order to react to changes in
demand.

•

Service: in particular focusing on “After‐sales service”. Little impact on service is expected through a
SOCRADES adoption.

•

Environment: deliver a green product from a green production. Better control on production
processes thanks to a SOCRADES adoption will enable better awareness in terms of environmental
impact. Moreover, better management of production processes will support reconfiguration of
production systems towards more eco‐efficient processes.
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3

Qualitative Business Evaluation for SOCRADES Integration Architecture

The SOCRADES integration architecture [1] enables enterprise‐level applications to conveniently interact
with and consume data from a wide range of networked devices using a high‐level, abstract interface that
features web services standards. Those standards already constitute the standard communication method
used by the components of enterprise‐level applications. Web‐services are the commonly communication
used for business processes, which are frequently modeled as orchestrations of available web services. This
allows networked devices that are connected to the SIA middleware presented here to directly participate in
business processes while neither requiring the process modeler nor the process execution engine to know
about the details of the underlying hardware.

3.1

Analysis of Opportunities and Threats

In traditional IT architectures, business process activities, applications, and data are locked independently
and often incompatibly. Users have to navigate separate networks, applications, and databases to conduct
the chain of activities that completes a business process. This absorbs an excessive amount of IT budget and
staff time to maintain. Additionally, business demands enhancing reliability and real‐time performance in
wireless technology. Thus production systems require re‐configurability and flexibility in order to improve
the efficiency of manufacturing products. SIA targets these business needs by utilizing the SOA paradigm at
the device level, which enables the adoption of a unifying technology for all levels of the enterprise. This can
realize a wide range of potential business opportunities which are listed in Table 4.
Table 4: Opportunities and Threats
Opportunities
Greater visibility of internal processes
Enabling reconfiguration
Integration of management view
Improved reusability of resources and devices
Simplifying usability through interoperability and
reduced complexity

Threats
Development costs
Expenses related to additional testing occur
High amount of labor costs (trainings, hiring new IT
staff)
Difficulties with compatibility of out of date legacy
IT systems
Business reluctance towards introducing new IT

Greater visibility of internal processes: Today, communication between shop floor and business takes very
long. If difficulties arise on the shop floor, it takes couple of days until the information attains to the
management level, where preventing measures can be communicated. SIA is geared towards capturing and
processing real time events enabling greater business visibility of the entire business process. Thus, data can
be received directly from devices bypassing the whole hierarchy, reducing the time needed to respond to
business events from days to minutes [15]. This can be seen also in Figure 3, where information created can
be quickly propagated and efficiently consumed by the respective interested parties. End users and suppliers
can also benefit from it since customer service can be improved by delivering up‐to‐the‐minute information,
integrating them into the production process and thus committing them closer to the company.
Enabling reconfiguration: Up to now system changes have to be operated manually, absorbing a high
amount of labor and time. Using SIA enables the adoption of SOA and an ad‐hoc service platform, which
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facilitates the discovery and composition of applications by re‐configuration rather than reprogramming. SW
re‐programming of large solid‐state systems for a reconfiguration is not required any more. Moreover, the
integration of equipment for reconfiguration requires less time and adding or moving systems is simplified.
Hence, less staff is needed for the reconfiguration process, reducing labor costs significantly [15].

Figure 3: Timely reporting (estimated) with SOCRADES‐enabled e‐maintenance

Integration of management view: When customer orders change or production is delayed, high costs
usually occur for both the business and its customer, since the communication process concerning the
change of the order takes too long. SIA enables a quick adaption to changing environments, because the
architecture better aligns technology with business. Thus, the control level is integrated in the production
process allowing it to keep pace with production or order changes. A real‐time view of the production
process is realized. This creates improved business flexibility, allowing companies to dynamically respond to
business needs and to take greater control of how business is transacted within the enterprise as well as with
suppliers and customers. With the adoption of SOCRADES, the time and expense that used to be required to
provide services to customers and business partners can be reduced significantly and business relations can
be strengthened [15].
Improved reusability of resources and devices: Exploiting the benefits of SOA will improve the reusability
of resources and devices that are encapsulated in services. The major benefit of reusability is shorter system
development time and hence substantially reduced development costs, which also frees up valuable IT staff
for strategic work [15].
Simplifying usability: Through the strict use of web‐service interfaces, it will be possible to easily integrate
devices into management dash‐boards, which allows easy and user friendly access to devices. Moreover, SIA
is compatible with legacy IT systems, thus purchasing or upgrading of new IT is not required [15]. Increased
usability and reduced complexity improves acceptance of the architecture, since staff without specific
knowledge about this architecture can use it.
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Greater visibility
high

Financial Impact

Enabling
reconfiguration

Integration of
management view

Improved reusability
Simplifying usability

low
low

Operational Impact

high

Figure 4: Assessment of Opportunities

Due to improved usability, simplicity, flexibility, as well as visibility, less processing time is required leading
to costs reduction concerning development, production, and in particular labor costs. This increases the
overall efficiency of the company, strengthening its competitive position. All listed opportunities are
evaluated in Figure 4 related to their financial and operational impact on a company and possible impact on
the end user and suppliers. Consequentially the most relevant business opportunities are the improved
visibility and the possibility to integrate the management view into the production process, since both
significantly impact the company’s efficiency, and the end users and suppliers, who also benefit from real
time information and improved flexibility of the production process.
Many of the advantages imply reduced cost resulting from the adoption of SIA. Consequently, the question
that arises is what additional costs and threats will occur when applying SIA (Table 4).
Investment cost: Thanks to the universal adoption of (Web) Services by vendors, much of the software
infrastructure required effectively comes as part of the regular upgrade cycle of existing products that most
organizations will already have. Thus, SIA comes at little additional cost in terms of software. Further costs
for collaborative development occur, since services have to be jointly designed in collaboration with all other
participants, such as providers and consumers. Regularly additional testing is necessary to ensure low
number of faults and high product quality, which requires additional expenses from the company. Expenses
could further increase according to a lack of required skills to successfully implement SIA. Hence, the
necessary knowledge has to be acquired in comprehensive trainings forming the main cost pool. However,
this cost pool is likely to decrease over time when employees acquire the needed skills [15].
Out of date legacy IT systems: The fact that currently used IT standards tend to be incomplete, badly
conceived, or otherwise in a stage where they are complex and difficult to change ‐ form the main challenge.
While they continue to make progress on assembling standards, there is still a long way to go before a
coherent set of interoperability standards for SIA evolves. [15]
Business suspicion towards SIA: Another consequential challenge is the business acceptance of SIA. At the
moment it is quiet difficult to reach customers, because they are already penetrated from other innovative
technologies below the usability layer. In general companies are commonly suspicious towards applying
new architecture within a company because such decisions are seen as high risk, costly investments that
place numerous limitations on the business’s ability to execute its strategic goals. At the same time, a lot of
Information Technology individuals admit that their Information Technology history is littered with failed
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projects, overruns in cost, and a lot of activities providing little practical advancement to the actual
requirements. [15]

not likely

Transitional Threat

Out of date legacy IT
systems
Business suspicion
towards new IT

Development Costs

SW Costs

Labo
SIA not finalized

most likely

Figure 5: Assessment of Threats
Figure 5 above evaluates the main threats with respect to the amount of related expenses (‘Arising
Expenses’), the probability that the threat can be tackled after a while (‘Transitional Threat’), as well as if end
users and suppliers are impacted by that threat. Labor and the current development state of the architecture
involve the highest expenses. Nevertheless, these threats are considered to be transitional since costs occur
only during the implementation stage and are most likely to decrease over time, because staff will gain the
required skills and knowledge and the architecture will be finalized soon. Although these road blocks may
seem problematic, each of them can be overcome with the right planning and effort. In fact, none of these
threats should prevent a company from taking the first steps towards the implementation of SIA. Most of the
threats occur since the concept of SIA is not finalized yet, and is a proof of concept without strong focus e.g.
on performance, security etc. To acquire necessary knowledge about the architecture and overcome the
listed difficulties two to three years are needed to finalize the architecture. Consequently, the adoption
process will be slow, but still utilizing SIA methods, the opportunities, by far, outweigh the threat risk,
serving the requirements of current and future business demands.

3.2

Further Business Opportunities

Organizations that benefit most from adopting SIA have large and complex application portfolios with a
vast quantity of point‐to‐point interfaces like manufacturing companies, since the more complex
applications and their integration architectures become, the more risky it is to change them [15]. With a high
level of complexity, the impact of change cannot be assessed sufficiently, hence test cycles become longer
and more defects occur during the production process. Thus the system change cannot keep pace with
business changes and the organization loses its competitive edge: the business cannot respond quickly
enough to changes in market demand. This can be prevented when adopting SIA, which will enable the
exploitation of the defined benefits in the near future.
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4

Business Case Analysis of ‘Electronic Assembly’ Demonstrator

To demonstrate that the ideas behind the SOCRADES approach can be realized, project partners have
performed several validation prototypes with real‐world devices in the automation, insurance, and energy
domain. Within these prototypes an operator can use existing tools and available services to interact with the
real world via SIA. This section focuses on the automation domain, whereas the insurance and energy sector
are described in section 5.
For the industrial automation domain a demonstrator was developed to realize efficient reaction to critical
events on the shop floor and to avoid time consuming media breaks. It demonstrates the DPWS‐based
integration of shop‐floor devices amongst each other and with enterprise systems. The combination of
independent device‐level DPWS services enables the composition of higher‐level services and offers this
functionality to top‐floor applications.

4.1

Background

Today, the manufacturing domain is characterized by increased complexity of manufacturing networks
demanding constant improvements and innovation in the business processes of manufacturers in order to be
more efficient and to stay competitive in the market. Manufactures are confronted with shortage of raw
materials at production sites due to unexpected changes in the production schedule when trying to fulfill
multiple orders. At the same time, another location having production capabilities could complete the work,
but cannot execute the order. This situation results from the integration gap between the business level and
the production control level, which results from the loose connection between existing manufacturing
execution systems and enterprise resource planning systems. Hence, the exchange of data between the shop
floor and the top floor is often done manually or semi‐automatically, which implies that data is not
exchanged in a timely fashion and is error‐prone. This leads to poor information visibility and
dissemination, resulting in business process delays and a lower responsiveness to problems, because
managers learn about critical issues too late. The solution to this problem is provided by a web service‐based
integration of enterprise systems with shop‐floor activities, using SOA‐ready networked embedded devices.
This can close the existing integration gap as efficiency is increased. Against this background a business case
for a real‐world SOCRADES deployment in the manufacturer domain is conducted, assessing the costs and
benefits for manufacturers and their customers.

Focus

4.2

Analysis of Benefits
Electronic Assembly’
Demonstrator

Benefits/opportunities

Cost reduction

Push competitiveness of device vendors
Labor cost reduction (solution sold to end‐
users)
Installation time/cost reduction
Interoperability (compatibility)
Reduced

complexity

for

technology
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suppliers
Programming time reduction
Interoperability (cross‐company)

Improved performance

Reduce maintenance activities
Cost
reduction
utilization

through

increased

Optimization through better visibility
Reactivity through re‐configurability
Reduction of human errors
Line Balancing

New
opportunities

Legacy systems support

4.3

Engineering tools offered by technology
providers

Analysis of Costs

Considerable investment is required when adopting the demonstrator. In order to evaluate the cost side, the
acquisition and follow‐up phases of the demonstrator implementation are considered.
Acquisition Costs: For this scenario acquisition costs will not directly occur, since the demonstrator is not
based on ready‐available specific components, rather on general used modules. [15]
Labor costs: Although fewer people are required to monitor the production process when the demonstrator
runs accurately, they have to be highly‐skilled with specific knowledge about the demonstrator. Usually,
knowledge and experience regarding the technology of the demonstrator do not exist or are rare in today’s
manufacturing companies, thus investment into the education of employees is required. For the use case of
the ‘Electronic Assembly’ demonstrator, training for internal developers can be arranged by an external
software company such as by SAP. SAP has a high interest in implementing innovative developments into a
real business environment and thus transforming the concept into a product to proof the benefits defined
during the testing phase in line with research projects. [15]
In stallation costs: It is assumed that at least 2 persons with qualification in the area of wireless and control
systems and 3 additional persons are required for the installation. Further staff is not required according to a
possible scale‐up of the wireless system. Neverthel ess, currently used equipment in the installation process
has to be replaced, which accounts for approxima tely 3,500 €. Alternatively, assuming that the required
models are already implemented in the company’s IT, only small adjustments will be necessary, which may
account for approximately 500 €. Overall SW costs are estimated to be rather low, since open source
technology can be used for the demonstrator [15]. The set up time for SAP is expected to be one week. When
the company utilizes NetWeaver, each component of the demonstrator could be installed in 10 to 15 minutes
[15].
Follow‐up phase: An estimation of follow‐up costs is not possible at the current stage of the demonstrator
trials, since at the time of interviews, the demonstrator was still in a set‐up phase [15].
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4.4

Future challenges

Before investing in SOCRADES technology certain challenges have to be efficiently tackled. Difficulties
concerning the implementation can arise in the industrial automation domain. DPWS is not widely adopted
today, since accessing detailed device functionality follows a certain hierarchy, which comprises of various
levels of services beyond which a company may not go due to policy issues. Nevertheless, it is expected that
this threat will dissolve when the demonstrator is developed further [15]. It is worth mentioning that the
current demonstrator is not applicable for a scenario with high safety requirements, since the technology is
not mature enough to overcome industry related security issues. This threat is also considered as a
transitional problem [15]. Furthermore, the demonstrator struggles with increased exposure to noise which
result in communication failures [15]. The last threat, which is also the most challenging one, focuses on the
organization’s management. The decision making process at the management level is rather slow, since
companies hesitate to apply new technology, because they expect high costs and effort. According to the
learning curve of new technology, acquiring knowledge in the beginning demands high effort while
delivering only small benefits. The learning curve (see Figure 6) states that the more often a task was
performed, the less time will be required during each subsequent iteration [15].

Figure 6: Learning Curve

Exploiting all benefits can only be realized at a later stage of the learning curve, when enough knowledge is
in the company to experience the benefits. Legacy IT is already at a mature state of the curve, thus no further
learning and effort is required to monitor technology. Against this background, companies prefer to stick to
traditional ways, which they have already experience with and which operate smoothly [15]. Until a real
world scenario using SIA on the shop floor can be realized, transitional problems have to be overcome by
improving the demonstrator, therefore a time line of 5 years is estimated [15].

5

Consideration of other Domains

As mentioned, SOCRADES contributes and benefits from service‐enabled monitoring and control, a huge
area with strategic importance as it can be seen in Figure 1. In the next years the monitoring and control
market will significantly grow as depicted in Figure 7. The concepts and approach developed within
SOCRADES can have an impact on a number of key industries and domains. We put here some ideas and
prototypes that already show this potential.
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Figure 7: Monitoring and Control Market 2007‐2020 [18]

5.1

Insurance Domain

From a business perspective, the largest cost block of motor insurance companies is related to loss expenses
and insurers consequently strive to reduce costs related to their claims management business processes.
However, cost savings are hard to achieve due to the late involvement of insurers after car accidents, the
limited integration of business partners such as repair shops, and improper information about the case
circumstances. According to a study conducted by Accenture [6], earlier and more detailed information
about motor insurance claims could enable pro‐active claims management and shorten the average claim
life‐cycle from set‐up to close as well as decrease the average costs per case. In addition, an early notification
simplifies the integration of business partners for settling a claim and enables the insurance company to
benefit from volume discounts, for example, by routing their customers to authorized repair shops. The
untapped potential was investigated by Accenture during an analysis of 12,000 settled claims and led to the
estimate that pro‐active claims management could enable cost savings of up to 15% [6].This cost saving
potential equals a double‐digit million Euros saving per year for a mid‐size insurer.
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Figure 8: Insurance Use Case

While insurance companies are under pressure to decrease costs, customers lack adequate assistance when it
comes to an insurance claim, the so‐called “moment of truth” where an insurer has to put his value
proposition into practice. In such unpleasant and emotionally stressful situations, customers require both
immediate services and support with the submission of a loss report to their insurance carrier. Against this
background, the usage of mobile phones can address the outlined problems of insurance carriers and the
needs of their customers. From a customer perspective, mobile phones are ubiquitously available, e.g., the
average mobile phone penetration rate in the European Union was 119% in 2008 (European Commission
2009a). At the same time, the mobile phone has emerged as the most dominant mediation device in safety‐
critical situations. Qualitative interview data as well as quantitative analysis show that people’s sense about
mobile phones is to never be alone in emergencies [9]. Accordingly, mobile technology can play an
important role in the aftermath of car accidents to report an insurance claim and to benefit from value‐added
services. While this approach provides customers with adequate assistance, it can also lead to more efficient
claims management business processes for insurers.
Against this background, parts of the SOCRADES integration architecture (SIA) were used to implement a
concept for mobile claims assistance on different mobile phone platforms featuring an asynchronous
communication between mobile phones and a claims management enterprise system based on mobile Web
Services. Therefore, a demonstrator was developed, which assists the user in the aftermath of a car accident
to submit a loss report from his mobile phone to the insurer’s claims management enterprise systems.
S ubsequently, the solution offers the user location‐based services on his or her mobile phone. A similar
s olution is currently under development where motor vehicles are integrated with parts of the SIA instead of
mobile phones. While the used device technology differs, the use case remains the same, i.e. a loss report is
submitted once in‐vehicle sensors detect a crash (e.g. after an airbag deployment). In summary, the solution
enables an earlier personal contact to an emergency call centre agent, which is beneficial for the customer,
optimizes the insurer’s claims management process, and enables insurers to integrate business partners in
the process of settling the claim. This concept of proactive claims management integrates the customer into
the claims management process leading to an improved personal assistance and increased customer
satisfaction. Cost reduction and superior customer service allows insurers to differentiate from competitors,
thus strengthening their market position. The basic concept of the insurance use case is visualized in Figure
8.
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Figure 9: Integration architecture for the insurance domain based on the SOCRADES approach

From the technical point of view, parts of the SOCRADES integration architecture (SIA) were used to
connect mobile phones residing at the device layer to SAP’s claims management solution “SAP Claims
Management 6.0 EHP4” [13] residing at the business layer. Figure 9 outlines the concept and visualizes
which parts are derived from the SIA. Web Service technology is applied to enable an integration with
business applications that increasingly expose enterprise functionality by means of Web Services in the
context of Service‐Oriented Architectures (SOA). Extending the Web Service paradigm to the device layer
enables a Web Service‐based communication with the Integration Architecture and with business
applications. The Message Broker component implements the OASIS Web Services Notification (WSN)
standard [5], which realizes compatibility and ease of integration. The WSN standard incorporates relevant
functionality such as the publication of dedicated events to subscribers through a generic Web Service
operation. The Message Broker component on the other hand enables mobile phones to submit loss reports
as events via Web Service interfaces. The Business Connector component subscribes to these events and gets
notified by the Message Broker. This component encapsulates the application logic needed for transforming
device layer events to actions in business applications. Finally, the Service Catalog provides information
about both device level and enterprise level services and the Invocation Handler component enables the
invocation of Third Party Services.

5.2

Energy Domain: Energy Efficiency in Factory

Up to now, most factories and their processes were designed and constructed with the cost as the most
important economic factor. However, due to the increased changes in the energy sector, the energy
optimization should be another key indicator for cross layer optimization. In order to achieve this
optimization, energy has to be measured locally and almost in real time, while manufacturing control
activities should also be aware of the energy consumed. Furthermore, higher‐residing decision support
systems and enterprise services will take also into consideration the overall energy consumption, for each
process and optimize globally and locally. These goals are assisted with the increasing automation within
the factories that can provide better visibility and efficiency of the shop floor.
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Figure 10: Energy Monitoring and Control in Factory

Energy efficiency will be brought to the factory level by including dynamic asset and service management.
The criteria for optimizing processes, production, and logistics will cover not only cost, but also energy‐
related indexes. The optimization loops will cover all factory levels, from the automation system to the ERP,
ensuring multidisciplinary coordination and control. In this way it will be possible to have business
decisions taken in full knowledge of the energy consumption situation at the factory floor (``closed loopʹʹ
approach). Web services for embedded devices (including low power wireless) and automatic discovery of
resources will be used to guarantee re‐configurability and cross‐layer integration from device level up to
ERP.
From the energy efficiency point of view, a cross‐layer architecture may enhance energy efficiency due to
increased fine‐grained and near real‐time monitoring/analysis/management of devices and due to increased
availability of contextual information to be adopted for complex decision making (real‐time information on
energy availability, environmental conditions, supply chain status, etc.). For example, it would be possible to
automatically control energy wastes due to different dynamic behaviour of the production system. This is
more and more important if we consider the increasing variability that is expected in future factories, due to
volatile demand and enabled reconfiguration of production systems. If automatic alters could be set to
advise decision makers for inefficient energy consumption, this dynamic behaviour could be better
controlled and the time needed to react may be reduced.
Moreover, the adoption of a cross‐layer infrastructure enables production control decisions based on near
real‐time information about the state of production systems or on the contextual environment. This could be
used to reduce energy consumption: for example it would be possible to change the scheduling of a certain
machine in order to reduce the “idle” mode of other machines caused by the dynamic behaviour of the
system (i.e. the “idle” mode could not be detected without real‐time monitoring). In the energy efficient
factory domain, benefits coming from a cross‐layer infrastructure may enhance our capability to monitor and
minimize energy consumption peaks or to change production planning depending on real‐time
collaboration with the future smart‐grids [18]. As we witness, new models for opti mization of energy
efficiency should be developed, taking into consideration the ICT‐enabled information‐rich networked shop‐
floor.
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5.3

e-Maintenance

The purpose of an e‐maintenance platform is to coordinate maintenance information shared among different
actors (devices, plant managers, external partners, business managers, decision support systems, etc.), and
provide the basic tools for decisions to be made. As depicted in Figure 11, the e‐maintenance platform
provides its functionalities that in our case are easily realizable due to the usage of the SOCRADES
Integration Architecture (SIA). SIA allows seamless interaction among devices and services hosted at
different layers (e.g., at device, network, or enterprise system).

Figure 11: The e‐Maintenance platform in the future shop‐floor empowered by cross‐layer SOA
Real‐time Monitoring is possible and as an event‐based infrastructure is used, this is done only when
needed. Furthermore, via SIA and the web services on devices, management functions (soft control) can be
directly done at device level. These two fundamental functionalities (i.e. monitoring and management) are
used by the e‐maintenance platform, to be combined in more sophisticated service behaviour. As an
example, device status can be monitored or an event can be raised by the device itself. As now partial
business logic can be hosted on the device, a direct mapping can be done and the e‐maintenance platform
knows which parts of the business process are affected. Immediately, automated tickets can be issued, e.g. a
remote evaluation of the health status, exchange of the device, or even an order to the ERP system for a
repair task to the nearest worker in the field. The e‐maintenance platform can provide timely information
that can be analysed by a Decision Support System (DSS) and, therefore, can predict or take sophisticated
actions on the shop‐floor with the goal of maintaining the business continuity. Peer‐to‐Peer communication
among the devices leads also to increased flexibility, as a malfunction device, with the help of the
maintenance platform can identify and delegate part of its functionality to devices that host a similar set of
services necessary to realize the tasks that are pending on the malfunctioning device.
It is clear that the e‐maintenance platform can be empowered with new capabilities and deal with
dynamically arising situations by using discovery and an event based infrastructure. Furthermore, as the
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communication is done in a standardized way e.g. via Web Services, interoperability is enhanced, while
integration costs are lower than in legacy systems.

6

Conclusion

In this report we focused on making a preliminary analysis with respect to the business benefits and costs of
relevant to a possible SOCRADES adoption. We provided an evaluation of the SOCRADES approach in the
automation domain and discussed its benefits/opportunities and disadvantages/barriers. In addition, we
presented a business case analysis of the ‘Electronic Assembly’ demonstrator. Finally, we gave an overview
of applications of the SIA in domains beyond automation and process control.
Our conclusions are that although the approach is still at early stage with respect to industrial standards, it
has been shown that it is very promising and can yield significant advantages in the mid and long term.

7
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